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I write software
\

• Self-employed, US citizen
• Live in Trollhättan, Sweden
• Software developer & consultant
• Custom/in-house development
• Software sales of chemfp and mmpdb
• Training courses related to "Python
•

•

for cheminformatics."
Background:
• 1990s: structural biology
• Co-founder of VMD and NAMD
• Main VMD developer for 2 years
• Late 1990s: bioinformatics
• Turn-key web services
• Co-founded Biopython
• 1998 to present: cheminformatics
• Daylight, OpenEye, RDKit toolkits
• Property calculation systems
• RDKit's MCS algorithm
• Matched molecular pairs
• Fast similarity search
Python full-time since 1998

"Cheminformatics"
Chemoinformatics: What is it and How does it Impact Drug Discovery
Frank K. Brown, Annual Reports in Medicinal Chemistry (1998)
Chemoinformatics is the mixing of those information resources to transform data
into information and information into knowledge for the intended purpose of making
better decisions faster in the area of drug lead identification and optimization.

"silos"
"3x5 index cards"
"scientific literature"
"SAR"
"molecules similar to ..."
"chemical data systems"

Gasteiger
Chemoinformatics: a new field with a long tradition
Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry (2006)
Chemoinformatics is the application of informatics methods to solve
chemical problems. Although this term was introduced only a few years ago,
this field has a long history with its roots going back more than 40 years. Work
on chemical structure representation and searching, quantitative structure–
activity relationships, chemometrics, molecular modeling as well as computerassisted structure elucidation and synthesis design was initiated in the 1960s.

In the early 1960s, various forms of machine-readable chemical structure
representations were explored as a basis for building databases of
chemical structures and reactions

Punched card machines

"A typical IBM electric punched card machine installation, featuring key
punches, sorters, and an accounting machine. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1953"
https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/history/brazil/images/brazil_10.jpg

Hollerith cards and
the 1890 census

"Hollerith punched card"
Computer History Museum
Object ID 102631996

This is a "reading board".
The actual census cards were blank.

"Hollerith Pantograph in use"
Computer History Museum
Object ID 102637034

https://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/punched-cards/2/intro

Hollerith Electric
Tabulating System
"The 60 million cards punched in the 1890 United States
census were fed manually into machines like this for
processing. The dials counted the number of cards with holes
in a particular position. The sorter on the right would be
activated by certain hole combinations, allowing detailed
statistics to be generated (for example, the number of married
farmers over 40 years of age). An average operator could
process about 7,000 cards a day, at least ten times faster
than manual methods."

1981 replica of the 1890 system
Computer History Museum
Object ID XD231.81

https://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/punched-cards/2/2

Edge-notched Cards

Card figure from: Frederick G. Kilgour, Origins of Coordinate Searching,
Journal of the American Society for Information Science. 48(4):340–348, 1997
Punch figure from: Charles P. Bourne, Methods of Information Handling.
No. 04; Z699, B6.. New York: Wiley, 1963.

Manual selection

Robert S. Casey and James Whitney Perry, eds. Punched cards, their
applications to science and industry (1958) 2nd edition.

Correlations in notches
In 1936, S. H. Clarke, of Britain’s
Forest Products Research
Laboratory at Princes Risborough,
published a brief note in Nature
reporting on an unexpected
observation: Detection of relations
of ‘‘recorded features’’ on edge
notched punched cards with a
particular feature already sorted.

S. H. CLARKE, A Use for the Paramount Sorting System
Nature 137, page 535 (1936)

He had sorted a file of several hundred cards each listing a specimen of timber,
by increases in specific gravity, and noticed ‘‘by glancing at the arrangement
of the other notches . . . a distinct tendency for strength to increase with
specific gravity’’ (Clarke, 1936, p. 535). He added that it was easy to recognize
unusual correlations among notches.
Frederick G. Kilgour, Origins of Coordinate Searching,
Journal of the American Society for Information Science. 48(4):340–348, 1997

Notch encodings

Charles P. Bourne, Methods of Information Handling.
No. 04; Z699, B6.. New York: Wiley, 1963.

Frear and Crowdsourcing
Gasteiger says "machine-readable chemical structure representations"
In 1943, Frear writes a letter in Science describing a cataloging project
which started in 1942 for "all materials which have been tested for
insecticidal or fungicidal properties ... we are appealing to all workers in the
the fields mentioned to supply the the undersigned with any unpublished
data, reprints or literature citations dealing with insecticidal or fungicidal
tests on specific materials".

-

Particularly asking for negative data
Name of compound, formula, test organism, toxicity information
Scientific name and portion of plant for plant products

Donald E. H. Frear, A Catalogue of Insecticides and Fungicides
Science Vol. 98, No. 2557 (Dec. 31, 1943), p. 585

"Punched Cards in Correlation
Studies" (Frear 1945)
3

7

4

InsecticideFungicide
Index No. 1374
Insecticide

Fungicide

Relative toxicity

1

Chemical
Constituent
No. 581
Ones: 1

Tens: 8

Hundreds: 5

("Hydroxy compounds,
mono ... -OH")

Correlations
After the cards were prepared, the individual constituent groups were
separated by sorting. To return to the example, by sorting for number
581, all compounds having a hydroxyl group in the molecule were
collected together. The results of the toxicity tests were then
totaled, the sum being a numerical designation of the toxicity of
compounds containing this particular group. As an extension of
this idea, it is relatively easy to study the effect of combinations of
constituent groups when present in the same molecule.
By slight modifications of these basic principles, it is possible to
make correlation studies between chemical constitution and any
desired property, chemical or physical. With the multiplicity of
information accumulated in the literature, it would appear that the
punch card will be a most useful tool in chemical research.

Frear Code
(-Cl)5

(-C6H5)2
From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DDT

⋮

C2-

Donald E. H. Frear, A Catalogue Of Insecticides And Fungicides Vol.1 (1947)
https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.502077/mode/2up

NRC CBCC
National Research Council Chemical-Biological Coordination Center
Established in 1946 with the following objectives:
(1) To assemble and organize information which related the eﬀect of the
structure of chemicals upon their biological activity.
(2) To sponsor the preliminary testing of chemicals on a variety of animals
and plants to determine the biological eﬀects of the compounds.
(3) To prepare reviews of the literature on (a) the eﬀect of chemical structure
upon various biological actions; (b) test methods used in the study of such
actions, etc.
(4) To sponsor symposia concerned with chemical structure-biological action
problems and correlation of such data.
Donald E. H. Frear, A Catalogue Of Insecticides And Fungicides Vol.1 (1947)
https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.502077/mode/2up

National Research Council A Method of Coding Chemicals for Correlation and Classification. (1950)
The National Academies Press. https://doi.org/10.17226/21277.

NRC Chemical Code

CBCC Biological Code
"Construction of a coding system for biological responses proved to be more difficult."
220,00 punched cards from 75,000 code sheets, each with
biological responses to one chemical.

Development took $5 million - inflation adjusted, about $40 million.
Never used.
Philip G. Seitner. Biology Code of the Chemical-Biological Coordination Center (1960)

'Silo' systems
"One of the major legacies for most information systems is the problem of 'silo' systems. ...
This is a very common problem due to the fact that no one was asking or realized the
value of looking at all the test results at one time." - Frank Brown (1998)

CBCC Biology Code (1960)
... it has not been unreasonable to hope that the Biology Code might be accepted as,
or serve as the basis for, a standard, so that information might be freely exchanged
between open collections and so that information of one collection might be
collated with that of another. ...
If it develops that all future collections of information about chemical-biological data
are to be collections of specialized nature and that the coding of each is to be
referable to none of the others or to no central and standard coding scheme, much of
the effort spent on the CBCC Biology Code may prove unfortunately to have been
wasted. ...
It may be hoped that eventually this Code or a derivative will be found
universally acceptable and will serve as the basis for better exchange,
documentation, and correlation of Information about biological responses to
chemicals than is evident at the present time.
Philip G. Seitner. Biology Code of the Chemical-Biological Coordination Center (1960)

Chemical Bibliographies
Frear insecticide and pesticide work was primarily a
cataloging project, not correlation studies.
WWⅠⅠ caused a rapid rise in the number of publications.
Post-war even higher, including German reparations.*
Needed ways to handle the flood of information.
Especially research reports.
*Eg,

work by FIAT (Field Information Agency, Technical) and the Publication Board
"... it would be impossible for Chemical Abstracts to undertake the abstracting
and indexing of such a huge collection." - doi: 10.1021/ba-1954-0010.ch048 (1954)

VARLEJS, Jana. The Technical Report and Its Impact on Post–World War II Information Systems. In: Proceedings of the
1998 Conference on the History and Heritage of Science Information Systems. 2004. p. 89-99.

"Punch Cards for a
Chemical Bibliography"
Cox, Bailey, and Casey (1945) C&EN
(ACS meeting cancelled because of
"the war and the government ban on
travel to meetings")
Many people were interested!
Lead to the organization of the ACS Punched Card Committee (1946)
Organized by James W. Perry (MIT)

Punched Cards: Their Applications To Science And Industry
Robert Casey and James W. Perry (eds.) (1951)

2nd ed. (1958): https://archive.org/details/PunchedCardsTheirApplicationsToScienceAndIndustry/

Documentation Movement
In the 1890s, Belgium lawyers Paul Otlet and Henri La Fontaine set up the Répertoire
Bibliographique Universel. The goal: a comprehensive bibliography of everything
written since the invention of printing.

"Documentation is the collection, classification, and exploitation of documents of all
kinds in all fields of interest (Schürmeyer, 1935, p/ 533). Otlet and La Fontaine were
striving for a “universal memory” (Weltgedächtnis), a “giant intellectual mechanism
which aimed at collecting and condensing scattered and diﬀuse knowledge in order
to distribute it where ever it would be needed” (Otlet, 1907, p. 7).
The enlarged notion of documentation originated from the users’ demands for the
provision of information, not simply the supply of documents."

OCKENFELD, Marlies; SAMULOWITZ, Hansjoachim. Libraries and documentation in Germany: A longlasting conflict. In: The History
and Heritage of Scientific and Technological Information Systems: Proceedings of the 2002 Conference. 2004. p. 310-326.

Répertoire Bibliographique
Universel
•
•
•

3"x5" index card system
Universal Decimal Classification system derived from
Dewey's Decimal classification system.
Experimented with microfilm

("The best model to use for organizing the data is the way a library uses a
card catalog. ... The other common interface is a forms based interface,
much like the 3x5 index cards of the past. - Frank Brown (1998))

Mundaneum
[Otlet] established a fee-based research service that allowed anyone in the world to submit a query
via mail or telegraph a kind of analog search engine. Inquiries poured in from all over the world,
more than 1,500 a year, on topics as diverse as boomerangs and Bulgarian finance. ... He started
writing at length about the possibility of electronic media storage, culminating in a 1934 book,
“Monde,” where he laid out his vision of a “mechanical, collective brain” that would house all the
world’s information, made readily accessible over a global telecommunications network.
Alex Wright, The Web Time Forgot, NYT June 17, 2008

Chemical Abstracts
Before Computers
"From its inception in 1907, indexing procedures for Chemical
Abstracts were based on well-established techniques derived from
documentation and library science."
"As in any good indexing service or library of the
time, CAS maintained a compilation of three-by-five cards, called the
“master file” of cross-references."
"After stenographers (or sometimes the indexers themselves) produced
the three-by-five cards, the resulting data were passed along to
alphabetizers"
"After the pre-edit and subject and formula editing, cards were bound
with string and sent to a printer, who prepared galleys."
DAVIS, Charles H. Indexing and Index Editing at Chemical Abstracts before the Registry
System. In: The History and Heritage of Scientific and Technological Information Systems:
Proceedings of the 2002 Conference. Information Today, Inc., 2004. p. 182.

Chemical Documentation
Read Documentation more like Information Science.
American Documentation was the main journal for the field in the 1950s.
Wide-ranging topics, including chemical documentation.

Journal of Chemical Documentation started in 1961.
"Documentation" already seen as an old-fashioned term.
→ Journal of Chemical Information and Computer Sciences in 1975.
→ Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling in 2005.
This is why the cheminformatics work at Sheﬃeld was from the
"Postgraduate School of Librarianship and Information Science"

Nomenclature
Solving the silo problem without machines
1860 - International Chemical Congress at Karlsruhe
1892 - Geneva Congress on Organic Nomenclature
1900 - Hill system
1919 - IUPAC created

"Three years of full-time indexing work are generally required to train a graduate
organic chemist to be an indexer for Chemical Abstracts."
"... when a chemical originally reported by name is indexed by Chemical Abstracts the
indexer will first draw a structural diagram. He will then proceed to rename it
"systematically". More often than not, the newly assigned name will be completely
incomprehensible to the chemist who first prepared the chemical."

Eugene Garfield, An Algorithm for Translating Chemical Names to Molecular Formulas
University of Pennsylvania Ph.D Thesis (1961)

Dyson Notation (1946)
What about a more compact notation which is easier to use?

Isopropyl
Alcohol

C3.Q,2

N,N-Diethyl4-nitrosoaniline

B6.N(C2)2.N1,4

C3 = 3 carbons
.Q = oxygen, "as in hydroxyl
compounds"
,2 = attached to the second point
B6 = aromatic ring of size 6
.N = nitrogen "as in aminocompounds"
C2 = ethyl
(C2)2= diethyl
.N1 = nitroso
,4 = attached to the fourth point

Dyson's Goals
The principal desiderata of any system of notation for organic structures are set
out in the following list:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.*
8.
9.

Simplicity of usage.
Conciseness.
Recognizability.
Compatibility with accepted practices of inorganic chemical notation.
Uniqueness.
Generation of an unambiguous and useful enumeration pattern.
Ease of transference to punched cards.
Exhibition of associations (descriptiveness).
Ability to deal with partial indeterminants.

DYSON, G. Malcolm. Some applications of the Dysonian notation of organic compounds. Journal of Chemical Education, 1949, 26.6: 294.

*1. Computation of molecular formula
2. Sorting of ciphers to order in indexing form
3. Production of printed ciphers
4. Searching through compounds for structural characteristics
5. Searching for predetermined physical characteristic
Ben F. Aycock, Jr. "Organic Seminar Abstracts" (February 7, 1947), University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
https://archive.org/details/organicsemi4647univ/page/n213/mode/2up

So Many Notations!
IUPAC Commission on Codification, Notation, and Punched Cards (1947)
With Dyson as president.

Gordon, Kendall, and Davison (1947)
Gruber (1949)
Silk (1949)
Wiswesser (1949)
Hayward (1961)
...
In 1949, [... it] announced its interest in seeking an internationally suitable
chemical notation and invited designers to submit their proposals for
review in 1951. It enumerated 11 desirable characteristics or
“desiderata for an internationally acceptable chemical notation.”

William J. Wiswesser:
• 107 Years of Line-Formula Notations (1861-1968), Journal of Chemical Documentation, 1968, 8.3: 146-150.
• Historic Development of Chemical Notations, Journal of Chemical Information and Computer Sciences, 1985, 25.3: 258-263.

Dyson/IUPAC Notation
1951: Commission recommended Dyson notation as the basis for an IUPAC standard.
Four notations under evaluation: Dyson, Wiswesser, Gruber, Silk

National Research Council did user testing - over 100 chemists!
Encoding error rate over 50%, and at least 64 hours/100 compounds.
Decoding error rate of 20-25% and about 45 hours/100 compounds.
(Measured with the second batch of 100 compounds.)
No clear agreement on which system people like.
Back to the drawing board!

Dyson became a tentative IUPAC standard in 1958, finalized in 1961.

Patterson, A. M. WORDS ABOUT WORDS. Chem. Eng. News Archive 1951, 29 (40), 4116. https://doi.org/10.1021/cen-v029n040.p4116.
Which Notation? Chem. Eng. News Archive 1955, 33 (27), 2838–2844. https://doi.org/10.1021/cen-v033n027.p2838.
Skolnik, H. Milestones in Chemical Information Science. Journal of Chemical Information and Computer Sciences 1976, 16 (4), 187–193. https://doi.org/10.1021/ci60008a001.

Wiswesser Line Notation
(WLN)
"The Wiswesser Line-Formula Chemical Notation" (1968)
Revised by Smith and members of the Chemical Notation Association

Roger Sayle, Noel O’Boyle, Greg Landrum, and Roman Aﬀentranger
"Open Sourcing a Wiswesser Line Notation (WLN) Parser to Facilitate Electronic Lab Notebook (ELN) Record
Transfer Using the Pistoia Alliance’s UDM(Unified Data Model) Standard"
https://www.nextmovesoftware.com/posters/Sayle_WisswesserLineNotation_BioIT_201904.pdf

WLN advantages
WLN organized around functional groups, not carbon chains.
Easier to do a chemically useful substructure search.
Small fragments: Branching terminal nitro-group -N02:
The character sequence NW (or WN at the start of the notation).
Larger: All phenothiazines with piperazine in the side chain
"T C666 BN ISJ" followed by ("T6N DM TJ" or "T6N DN TJ" or "T6N DK TJ")

WLN also used to make printed indices ("KWIC") for non-computer search.

"Generation of 55,000 line notations from chemical structures would cost about
$10,000 (or 18 cents/notation)" (1964) - about $85,000 in 2020!

(citations for previous page)
Elbert G. Smith "Machine Searching for Chemical Structures" (1960)
Eakin, D. R. The Evolution of an On-Line Chemical Search System for an Industrial Research Unit.
PhD, University of Sheﬃeld, Postgraduate School of Librarianship and Information Science, 1977.
Garfield, Revesz, Dorr, Calderon, Warner (1969)
"Sub-Structure Searching Using the Index Chemicus Registry System"
http://garfield.library.upenn.edu/papers/168.pdf
Sorter, P. F., Granito, C. E., Gilmer, J. C., Gelberg, A., & Metcalf, E. A. (1964). Rapid Structure
Searches via Permuted Chemical Line-Notations. Journal of Chemical Documentation, 4(1), 56-60.

Death of WLN
1959 - DuPont light-pen input and graphic output of chemical structures
1961 - Eugene Garfield shows how to generate a molecular formula directly
from the IUPAC nomenclature, without first drawing the structure.
(Garfield and the ISI were big supporters of WLN.)
1965 - Morgan algorithm for producing a canonical connection table
~1965 - Mouse input of chemical structures at NIH
1979 - MDL develops MACCS
"interactive graphical registry and full and substructural retrieval"
1982 - special JCICS publication on WLN
Shows a move to allowing WLN input, but internally using a connection table.

WLN is complex, hard to computerize, couldn't handle stereochemistry.

(citations for previous page)
Ascher Opler, Norma Baird. Display of chemical structural formulas as digital computer output. American
Documentation, (1959), 10.1: 59.
Eugene Garfield, An Algorithm for Translating Chemical Names to Molecular Formulas
University of Pennsylvania Ph.D Thesis (1961)
Morgan, H. L. (1965). The generation of a unique machine description for chemical structures-a technique developed
chemical abstracts service. Journal of Chemical Documentation, 5(2), 107-113.
https://www.asist.org/about/history-of-information-science/chronology/
Wendy A. Warr. Diverse Uses and Future Prospects for Wiswesser Line-Formula Notation. Journal of Chemical
Information and Computer Sciences, (1982) 22.2: 98-101.

Substructure search
Connection tables were created for substructure search.
Mr. Stemen, an organic indexer for Chemical Abstracts, assures me that
there is a growing demand for some means of sorting out all molecules
containing certain groups ...
Stemen once had to search for certain information relating to all nitro
compounds described in the literature; the search took him months.
Letter from Charles Bernier to Calvin Mooers, 9 August 1947

Mooers came up with "organic-group selection" in 1947.
Basis for his connection table.

UMN Charles Babbage Institute, Calvin Mooers collection

Zatopleg coding (1951)

Mooers, C. N. Ciphering Structural Formulas -- The Zatopleg System. 1951, Zator No. 59.
Charles Babbage Institute, Mooers collection, box 21, folder 4

Meant for computers
Please note, however, that this description does not constitute a
recommendation or suggestion for the adoption of Zatopleg
ciphering for any ordinary chemical use. Zatopleg can be
mechanized by an electronic calculating machine(1) such as the
UNIVAC, six of which are now under construction by the Eckert—
Manchly Computer Corporation in Philadelphia.

(Remember, this is 1951.)

Substructure search as
constraint satisfaction

The "can be" is optimism. Making it work is hard.

(1957)
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C

SEAC
computer
First digital image.
Russell Kirsch's son Walden,
1957

First atomic-level search of
a connection table

"double bond"
element

Ray, L. C.; Kirsch, R. A. Finding Chemical Records by Digital Computers. Science 1957, 126 (3278), 814–819

DuPont's earlier system used reduced groups and simple connections.
Opler, A., & Norton, T. R. (1956). New speed to structural searches. Chemical and engineering news, 34(23), 2812-2816.

"Screens" in Ray and Kirsch
Use of Screens. As fast as a high-speed electronic computer is, the
fact remains that performing a detailed search of the type described
would be altogether too time-consuming unless some short-cuts
could be devised ....
Such a technique is called a "screen" or a "screening device." It
is essential that a screening device should never cause a structure to
be rejected which does, in fact, meet the search requirement. It is
acceptable, however, if the screen allows some structures to be
considered further by the structure search routine even though they
are subsequently rejected as failing to meet the search requirement.
Ray, L. C.; Kirsch, R. A. Finding Chemical Records by Digital Computers. Science 1957, 126 (3278), 814–819

"H-BOMB"
What We Did and Should Have Done In The Past Half Century of Computing
Presentation by Ray Kirsch
Information Science & Technology Colloquium Series, 16 April 2008

21:09: This solved the immediate problem for the Patent Oﬃce, although in a
very ponderous way. An amusing incident is this: The program that we wrote
demonstrated this possibility, but it was so ponderous - so slow - that we
decided 'gee, I hope we don't have to use our program in the Patent Oﬃce'.
21:29: Well in those days, a tool that you hoped you wouldn't have to use was
the hydrogen bomb. So we decided to call our program the H-BOMB code.
When the coding sheets got misplaced, the FBI came in, and it took an awful
lot of explanation to explain this was just a name; it had nothing to do with the
hydrogen bomb.

https://web.archive.org/web/20161221082110/https://istcolloq.gsfc.nasa.gov/spring2008/presentations/kirsch.mp4

Search for effective screens
Atom-by-atom search is expensive.
Many papers through the 1970s on screen selection.
Screen selection will be on a strictly economic basis; i.e., a screen must
pay for itself in reducing the amount of iterative searching more than
enough to oﬀset the added cost of testing each file item for the screen.
Gluck, D. J. (1965). A Chemical Structure Storage and Search System Developed at Du Pont. Journal of Chemical Documentation, 5(1), 43-51.

Screens are a continuation of the punched card codes!

Even screens are expensive
A GREMAS screen search from 1964 cost 2,000 DM
~$500(1964) = $4,100(2020) !

Solution: Superimposed codes
Reduced costs by a factor of 20. (~$200/search)
ich lernte bei einem Lunch in Philadelphia auch den Vater der
topologischen Strukturformel- Verschlüsselung, Calvin Mooers, persönlich
kennen und wurde auf einen zweiten Geistesblitz von ihm aufmerksam:
Auf sein ZATOCODING-Verfahren der Überlagerungscodierung (11), das er
für Randlochkarten empfohlen hatte.
http://www.tuhh.de/b/hapke/ispg/meyer-doc.htm

Zatocoding
(Random Superimposed Coding)
Calvin Mooers, "Application of random codes to the gathering of statistical information"
Thesis (M.S.) MIT. Dept. of Mathematics, 1948.

Map a descriptor to one or more randomly selected punches.
The number of punches depends on the information content.
"Chemical descriptor"

top/bottom
notch ids

Example card

Mooers, C. N. Finding Chemical Records (Preprint Copy).
Zator Technical Bulletin 1951, No. 64.

Also in 1957 - Sputnik
"Sputnik’s beep-beep tones took the world totally
by surprise. When the dust had settled, it became
apparent that the Soviets had published their
intentions in the open literature, but the science
information system in the West was in disarray.
The system had not been considered suﬃciently
important nor was it well enough funded to keep up
with the vast increases in the numbers of scientists
employed and publishing in the postwar period.
There was said to be a cocktail called Sputnik,
one part vodka and three parts sour grapes. ...
https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap981003.html

Suddenly, after Sputnik, funding for information
science and technology research became readily
available on both sides of the Atlantic. "

Lynch, M. Introduction of Computers in Chemical Structure Information Systems, or What Is Not Recorded in the Annals; Information Today, Inc., 2004; pp 137–148.

Rise of Chemical
Information Systems
An information system helps users find information they need.
Does not need to be computerized.
Increasingly so over the 1960s.
MEDLARS - Index Medicus computer search at NLM
https://archive.org/details/NLM_TheMEDLARSStory
CAS - Over $3 million in NSF funding of the Registry
($32 million in 2020)*
CIDS - US Army Chemical Information and Data System
ISI - Institute for Scientific Information (Eugene Garfield)
IDC - Internationale Dokumentationsgesellschaft fur Chemie
(System evolved from GREMAS)
DARC System - Description, Acquisition, Retrieval, Correlation
with an emphasis on substructure
*NFS grant NSF-C414, https://www.gao.gov/products/444597#mt=e-report

Computer Enabled Exploration
DENDRAL (1965): AI project to "help organic chemists in identifying unknown
organic molecules ... automated the decision-making process and problem-solving
behavior of organic chemists ... New graph-theoretic algorithms were invented by
Lederberg, Harold Brown, and others that generate all graphs with a specified set of
nodes and connection-types (chemical atoms and bonds)"
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dendral

"Penny codes" (1965) - the earliest description of circular fingerprints I've found

... the ultimate rapidity of search will be a function of the ingenuity of the computer
programmer, and poses an interesting application for an experienced "bit-juggler."
Penny, R. H. A Connectivity Code for Use in Describing Chemical Structures. Journal of Chemical Documentation 1965, 5 (2), 113–117. https://doi.org/10.1021/c160017a019.

Molecular Design Limited
I am least knowledgable about the 1970s and
commercial/corporate IT.
MDL was the first company to provide interactive graphical registry
and full and substructural retrieval. The company's initial products
were first-of-their-kind systems for storing and retrieving molecules as
graphical structures and for managing databases of chemical
reactions and related data. These systems revolutionized the way
scientists accessed and managed chemical information in the 1980s.
From its initial pioneering of computer handling of graphical chemical
structures with MACCS (Molecular ACCess System) in 1979, ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MDL_Information_Systems

MACCS keys were developed as substructure screens for MACCS.
Not for similarity.

Where's Similarity?
Concept has been around since the 1800s.
But no eﬀective mechanized version.
"... the expectation that compounds which are very similar
in structure will have similar properties."
“in re Hoch” (Application of Paul E. Hoch, 428 F.2d 1341 (C.C.P.A. 1970)
In the late 1960s, people started looking at the maximum
common substructure as a measure of similarity.
Adamson and Bush cluster structures using augmented atoms (1973, 1975)
First mention of Tanimoto similarity in 1975!
JCICS (1975), Adamson, and Bush, doi: 10.1021/ci60001a016

“Since many molecular properties, and especially chemical or therapeutic
activity, bear some relationship to chemical structure, studies of the similarity of
structures, rather than properties, should be the first priority.”
JCICS (1979), Randić et al., doi:10.1021/ci60017a009

Tanimoto - 1986
Willett and Winterman, A Comparison of Some Measures for the
Determination of Inter-Molecular Structural Similarity Measures of InterMolecular Structural Similarity (1986) compare diﬀerent methods.
Suggest Tanimoto is one of the better ones.
Willett, Winterman, Bawden, Implementation of Nearest-Neighbor
Searching in an Online Chemical Structure Search System (1986).
Based on the 1315 substructure screens in SOCRATES.
("the interactive chemical and biological data search system that
has been developed at Pfizer Central Research")
..the Tanimoto coeﬃcient would seem to be more appropriate [than cosine]
Others almost immediately implemented their own similarity search.
And what screens are at hand? The MACCS keys.

Similarity Movement
"Concepts and Applications of Molecular Similarity"
1990 book edited by Johnson and Maggiora

Goal is to tie together concepts of similarity "isolated in unrelated
journals and proceedings from diverse symposia" and provide
"definitive overviews of the topics related to the definition,
computation, and application of molecular similarity ..."

Daylight Fingerprints
The term "fingerprint" doesn't appear in the literature until the early 1990s.
And only when talking about Daylight fingerprints.
Earlier terms include "keys", "screening set" or "fragment bit strings".
This were finite, fixed sets of substructure descriptors.
Daylight fingerprints are enumeration based.

O=N-c:c

1) Enumerate linear subpaths

2580792500

2) Use atom and bond types as
inputs to a hash function.

335, 934, 694

3) Use the hash value as an RNG
seed and get n values in the range
0-1023 (for 1024-bit fps)
n depends on the path length.

It's a random superimposed code!

Daylight SMILES
The Return of Line Notations
Started "because of Nixon."
The EPA needed to track chemicals in water.
Dave Weininger needed an entry system for clerks.
SMILES was simple compared to nearly every earlier notation.
Ignores most of the Dyson desiderata.
Emphasis on "simplicity of usage" and "uniqueness"
(via Morgan canonicalization)
Took a few more years to figure out chirality.
Weininger, David (1988). "SMILES, a chemical language and information system. 1. Introduction to
methodology and encoding rules". JCICS. 28 (1): 31–6.

SMILES Precursors in 1964
Hiz, H. A Linearization of Chemical Graphs. Journal of Chemical Documentation 1964, 4 (3), 173–180

C1(C(=O)([OH]))=[CH][CH]=[CH][CH]=[CH]1

Hiz notation was the basis for the Army CIDS project in the 1960s.
Eisman, S. H. A Polish-Type Notation for Chemical Structures. Journal of Chemical Documentation 1964, 4 (3), 186–190

DeepSMILES is the "Polish-Type" version of SMILES

"Weininger's Realization"
1985, ~$400/MB RAM, ~$30/MB disk
Chemical data doubled about every 12 years.
RAM prices decreasing at a faster rate than data growth.
Searching RAM is 10,000x faster than searching disk.
At some point we can fit everything into RAM.
SMILES and fingerprints give a big advantage.
[CAS Architecture]: Including overheads, the average size per screen
and connection table record is about 330 bytes [each,] permitting
about 700,000 structures to be stored on one pair of 250 MB drive.

Daylight's Thor database could store 10 million records in 2 GB.
Implies ~215 bytes per record or 1/3rd as much memory as CAS.
Farmer, Amoss, Farel, Fehribach, Zeidner, "The Evolution of the CAS Parallel Structure Searching
Architecture", in Chemical Structures (1988) p283, Wendy Warr (ed.)

1990s
Chemical information systems become extensions of more general
purpose databases (Informix DataBlades, Oracle Cartridge, etc.)
RAM gets cheap enough to do large-scale analyses, like
clustering, on a corporate data set.
The similarity movement leads into
molecular property prediction and modeling.
(JCICS → JCIM in 2005)
Often using techniques whose foundations are the punched card
library science techniques of the 1940s!
The World-Wide Web builds on the 1960s dreams of Project
Xanadu, the 1940s dreams of Memex, the 1890s dreams of
Mundaneum, and so many more dreams in between and before.

For more history
Chen, W. L. (2006). Chemoinformatics: past, present, and future.
Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling, 46(6), 2230-2255.
Excellent paper.
Mostly concerned with the computer era.
Includes the evolution of hardware.

Willett, P. A History of Chemoinformatics.
In Handbook of Chemoinformatics; Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, 2003; pp 6–20.
More academically oriented.

Williams, Bowden, and Whitmore, Chronology of Chemical Information Science
https://www.asist.org/about/history-of-information-science/chronology/

Advertising
If you want high-performance fingerprint
similarity search, anywhere you use Python,
written by 'an experienced "bit-juggler."'

chemfp - https://chemfp.com/

Also contact me for custom software development and consulting.
Andrew Dalke <dalke@dalkescientific.com>

